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If Hamid could win in this kind of battle where he fought with less, then his fame among
the whole opposition forces would definitely rise!

This further makes him understand that whether he can be blessed by the disaster
depends on whether he can carry the attack of these 8,000 people.

Just when he thought of this, he said in his heart: “No! Now they only have six or seven
thousand people left at most!”

In order to hold the attack, he immediately summoned his adjutant and asked, “How
many drones are left in our base?”

The adjutant said, “There are still more than 20 aerial drones, and we bought more at
the time because they were cheap.”

Hamid asked, “What is the approximate endurance?”

The adjutant thought about it and replied, “It should be around 25 minutes, no more
than half an hour at most.”

Hamid nodded and said, “The time is a bit short, but it’s enough, you immediately order
down, all the drones into a state of readiness.”

“I asked to ensure that there are at least five drones around our base at all times, must
be alert to the enemy’s small groups of troops circuitous penetration, found such signs,
must be reported to me the first time!”

“Yes, Commander!”



Hamid added: “By the way, instruct the drone flyers to make sure to pull up the altitude
of their planes and try not to get detected by the enemy!”

The adjutant immediately took the order and turned to go down to arrange the
execution.

Soon, five folding drones flew out from the hole of the anti-slope trench.

These drones are very small, the fuselage is only the size of a palm, they just flew out of
the hole, they immediately climbed upwards, after the drones fly to a couple of hundred
meters, the naked eye simply can not observe.

And once the drone’s rotor noise to two or three hundred meters in height, it is also
basically difficult to hear, not to mention the battlefield is dominated by the sound of
explosions.

The enemy does not have professional radar equipment, simply can not find these small
aerial equipment.

After the drones fly up, although the ground targets are becoming very small, but the
other side have many people, so it is still easy to identify them in the picture
transmission signal.

At this resolution, unless the opponent breaks up all the soldiers into individual actions
one by one, otherwise, as long as there are more than ten people maneuvering
together, the drone can capture it very easily.

And at this moment, Robin, who was conducting pre-battle mobilization for his soldiers,
did not know that all their movements were under Hamid’s close monitoring.

He couldn’t imagine that Hamid’s all-around air surveillance was achieved by a group of
civilian aerial drones with a single value of no more than 10,000 yuan.

This time, the Cataclysmic Front lost several hundred people when they came up.

Such a tragic failure had never happened since the establishment of the Front.



He did not dare to report to commander Walter immediately but only thought of hurrying
up to take down Hamid and wipe out the shame of the past.

After all, the level of weapons and equipment, as well as the overall level of training of
anman like Hamid, could not even compare to the ordinary militia.

He brought so many elites with him, but was repelled away by the other side in a wave
of several hundred people, which is simply an unacceptable humiliation.

Therefore, he now only thought of hurrying up to end Hamid’s nest, and then bring the
battle merit to report the casualties to Walter, and also can slightly save some face.

Therefore, at this time, he attached great importance to the next upcoming flanking
detour tactics, and decided to personally lead the attack, to make sure to hit Hamid with
a surprise!


